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ABSTRACT
This thesis develops perturbation series solutions for the eigenvalues and eigen
vectors of nonclassically damped dynamic systems for the case where the unper
turbed system has repeated eigenvalues. The case of repeated eigenvalues is much
more complicated than the case of perturbing a system with distinct eigenvalues.
Because of this difficulty, only a specific category of dynamic systems with repeated
eigenvalues is addressed. Namely, only those systems that when perturbed have
series solutions of the form of a power series. This category of systems can be easily
identified by an a priori check developed in the application section of this thesis.
The issue of existence and convergence of the series solutions is also addressed. To
adequately present and defend the above material, the perturbation theory of linear
operators is discussed.
The more abstract case of defective systems is also discussed in the context of
solving such systems with the Puiseux series.
The application section of this thesis presents a second order solution for a
nonclassically damped system. It demonstrates the application of the convergence
condition for the case of repeated eigenvalues and also demonstrates the a priori
check that verifies the correctness of a power series solution.
Also as a part of this thesis a paper is presented on the series solution of gyro
scopic systems with nonclassical damping. This paper develops a series solution for
damped gyroscopic system. Also the convergence condition of Peres-Da-Silva et al.
is modified to be applicable to gyroscopic systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The classical problem of calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a system
that arises as a perturbation of a system having known eigenvalues and eigenvectors
has been addressed by many authors in a wide variety of settings. Recent work in [1 ,
2] pursues this problem in the context of finding series expressions for the eigenvalues

and eigenvectors of a nonclassically damped systems which may be expressed in the
form

[■*]{£} + [r] {y} + [A]{y} = o

(i)

(see Section VI). In the case of “classical damping,” [T] is a diagonal matrix, and
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are relatively easy to calculate. For “nonclassical
damping,” [r] is not necessarily diagonal and the problem is addressed by decompos
ing [r] as [r] - [Fo] Yc[r*i] where [Po] is diagonal. Proceeding under the assumption
that the eigenvalues of the unperturbed system (e = 0 ) are all distinct, and that the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the perturbed system may be expressed analytically
in the parameter e, Cronin [1] derives power series expressions for these. This ap
proach represents a useful alternative to other developments in that the series allow
one to compute approximations for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of equation ( 1)
to any degree of accuracy as opposed to settling for first or second-order approxima
tions as offered in other references [3, 4, 5]. Subsequent work addressed questions
concerning convergence of these series for some specific systems, see [6], and in par
ticular, Malone [7] investigated this approach for gyroscopic systems (paper included
with thesis).
The goal of this thesis is to develop a series-based approach for computing
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a system th at arises as a perturbation of a
system whose eigenvalues are not necessarily all of multiplicity one. A general the
ory of perturbation techniques for eigenvalue problems has been quite thoroughly
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developed by Kato [8] and Lancaster [9], among others. When the unperturbed
system has repeated eigenvalues, the development is significantly more complicated.
Consequently, the development of series expressions for the eigenvalues and eigen
vectors when such a system is perturbed is more involved, and so this thesis begins
in Section B with the relevant background material as presented in [9].
Motivation for studying problems in which repeated eigenvalues occur can be
found in dynamic systems that have symmetric properties such as systems with two
or more planes of reflective or cyclic symmetry. An example of a system with sym
metry is a circular shaft with equal transverse bending stiffnesses, see, for example,
Chen [10]. Repeated frequencies have also been addressed recently in conjunction
with the study of the response of secondary equipment (machinery) to the excita
tion of the primary structure on which the equipment is mounted, see, for example,
Suarez and Singh [3].
Two previous papers address the series solution of the eigenproblem when the
unperturbed system has repeated eigenvalues. Suarez and Singh [3] investigated
nonclassically damped equipment/structure systems, and Hagedorn [4] investigated
nonclassically damped dynamic systems. These investigators calculated second or
der approximations and based the terms in these approximations on the unperturbed
eigenvectors. The method of this thesis has advantages over the method of previous
papers. The approach taken here reduces the complexity of the calculations of the
terms of the series since these terms are not explicitly defined as functions of the
unperturbed eigenvectors. The approach can also be programmed to allow for any
degree of accuracy without the need for additional derivation.
The approach of this thesis is based on several works reported in papers by
Cronin [1, 2 ], Peres-da-Silva [6 ], Kato [8 ], Lancaster [9] and Dailey [11]. The last
paper pertains to sensitivity analysis of eigensystems with repeated frequencies.
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Dailey developed a method for determining the derivatives of repeated eigenval
ues and their corresponding eigenvectors. The derivatives that Dailey sought are
with respect to system parameters such as mass, elastic modulus, and structural
dimensions. Dailey’s work also applies to derivatives with respect to a perturbation
parameter, e, if, for instance, the matrix under consideration is T(e) = [T0] -f e[Ti].
The link between sensitivity research and perturbation series research is clear
if one recalls the definition of the Taylor series. The terms of the series solutions
for eigenvalues and eigenvectors are equal, to within a constant ( ^ , where i is the
order of the derivative), to the derivatives of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors with
respect to the perturbation series parameter, e. Dailey’s paper is a useful reference
on the sensitivity of repeated eigenvalues and provides guidance in developing a
series solution for perturbed eigenproblems. The problems that Dailey encounters
in sensitivity analysis of systems with repeated eigenvalues are the same as those
encountered in perturbation series research. Dailey restricts his method to non
defective systems, that is, to systems with a complete set of linearly independent
eigenvectors. He also restricts his method to those systems having repeated eigen
values that upon perturbation are expressible in terms of a power series. This is
ultimately the restriction that will be placed upon the method of this thesis. This
restriction is necessitated by the multiplicity of possible outcomes that may occur
when a repeated eigenvalue is perturbed.
The general case of perturbing a dynamic system with repeated eigenvalues
is much more complicated than the perturbation of a system with discrete eigen
values. The complexity results from the possibility of not having enough linearly
independent eigenvectors to span the eigenspace of the repeated eigenvalue. Be
cause of this, the general problem of perturbing a repeated eigenvalue is han
dled by assuming that the perturbed eigenvalue and eigenvectors are expressible
as a series expansion in fractional powers called a Puiseux series, see Kato [8].
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The fractional exponent of the Puiseux series is determined by the number of re
peated eigenvalues corresponding to each eigenvector in the unperturbed system. If,
for instance, an eigenvalue of multiplicity three corresponds to one eigenvector then
the Puiseux series expansions of the perturbed eigenvalues and eigenvectors would
be in powers of one third. One might think, at this point, th at if an unperturbed
system with a repeated eigenvalue of multiplicity m had m linearly independent
eigenvectors, then the Puiseux series would be reduced to the familiar power series.
This is not generally true. The possibility exists for a series to start out as a power
series and then change to a Puiseux series of some fractional power. The Puiseux
series will not, however, change back to a power series. The approach of this thesis
will be to determine a priori whether or not the above condition exists as part of
the series computation. The algebraic approach of this thesis to solve for the series
solution of a perturbed dynamic system will depend on the assumption that the
series solution is in the form of a power series.
In order to understand why a power series solution is not a foregone conclusion,
perturbation theory must be understood. The previous papers on series solutions to
eigenproblems deal only with the algebraic development of the series expressions and
not on the underlying perturbation theory. By exploring the fundamentals of the
theory, insight can be gained to better appreciate the difficulties in series solutions
to eigenproblems when repeated eigenvalues occur.
In the next section, the fundamentals of perturbation theory will be discussed,
and will be restricted to simple and semi-simple systems. A simple system is a sys
tem with distinct eigenvalues, and a semi-simple system is a system with repeated
eigenvalues that also has a complete set of linearly independent eigenvectors. This
restriction is adequate since the algebraic series solution developed later in this
thesis applies only to semi-simple systems whose perturbed eigenvalues and eigen
vectors are expressible as power series. This restriction means that the application
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section does not address the case of semi-simple systems that upon perturbation have
perturbed eigenvalues and eigenvectors that start out being expressible as power se
ries and then change or switch to Puiseux series. The restriction also aids the reader
since the perturbation theory for the general case of defective systems (those sys
tems without a complete set of linearly independent eigenvectors) involves advanced
concepts in linear algebra that make discussing the theory difficult. The theory of
the perturbation of linear operators, as presented by Kato and later by Lancaster,
is reasonably straightforward if restricted to the cases of simple and semi-simple
systems. Kato’s work is very theoretical and, therefore, the most difficult to study.
Lancaster is a better reference for the purposes of this thesis. Lancaster provides an
excellent exposition of fundamental issues and interprets Kato with less abstraction.
The theoretical development is begun by addressing the distinct eigenvalue case
after which the repeated eigenvalue case is examined. For the case of repeated
eigenvalues, this thesis will focus on a special case where everything works out well.
The word “well” as used here means that no Puiseux series occur and that there are
just power series expressions for perturbed eigenvalues and eigenvectors. As a part
of this discussion, the case of the power series switching to a Puiseux series becomes
evident, and an a priori check will signal this possibility. The phenomenon of a power
series switching or changing to a Puiseux series is discussed in the thesis as part of
the reduction process (see Section V). The general abstract case, not discussed in
detail here, will be summarized in terms of its effect on the series expressions at the
end of the theoretical development.
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II. THEORY
The basic theory of the perturbation of linear operators is rather simple and very
useful as an aid to understanding the assumptions made by other authors who have
developed series approximations for the repeated eigenvalue case. The theory will
also aid in understanding the convergence of the series expressions. As it turns out,
ensuring convergence of the series expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
is a natural consequence of properly observing the assumptions of the theory. In
the first part of the theoretical development, the following will be assumed: The
unperturbed system is represented by a matrix, [To], with distinct eigenvalues, and
no eigenvalues which upon perturbation coalesce into a single eigenvalue.

This

assumption is easily understood if one recognizes the need to prevent the possibility
of the perturbed matrix from being defective. Even though other authors make no
mention of this, it is nonetheless, implied.
With the above assumptions in mind, the inhomogeneous linear equation below
is considered
( z [ / ] - [ T 0] ) M = M

(2)

where [To] is an (n x n) matrix considered to be the unperturbed matrix for the rest
of this thesis, z is a complex number, and {u} and {?;} are vectors. If z is not an
eigenvalue of [To], then the inverse, (z[I] — [To])” 1, exists and the solution {u} is
{u} = ( z [ I ] - [ T 0})-'{v}
The matrix (z[I] - [T0])-1 is called the resolvent of [T0] and denoted as
[R*\ = m

- [^o])-1

(3 )

The resolvent exists everywhere in the complex plane except where z is equal to
an eigenvalue of [T0]. Now, if instead of a matrix [T0], a matrix dependent on a
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parameter, such as [T(e)] = [To] + e[Ti], were substituted into equation (2 ), then the
resolvent becomes
[R*(t) 1 = m

- [Tie)])’ 1

(4)

The matrices [T0] and [7\] are called the unperturbed and perturbing matrices,
respectively. The matrix [T(e)j is the perturbed matrix.
The purpose of defining the resolvent is to show that a mathematical relation
ship exists between the unperturbed resolvent, [Rz]^ and the perturbed resolvent,
[Rz(e)], and that a relationship exists between [Rz (e)] and the eigenspaces and the
eigenvalues of [T(e)] (since the thesis at this point assumes distinct eigenvalues,
the eigenspaces are just the individual eigenvectors).

The series solution of the

perturbed matrix [T(e)j can be fully described by the resolvent [Rz\ of the matrix
ino)} = [To].
A more accurate statement than the one given above is that the resolvent of
any simple or semi-simple matrix, [T], is expressible as a linear combination of
the eigenprojections of [T]. An eigenprojection is nothing more than a matrix that
projects any vector in the solution space (space with dimension (nxn)) of the matrix,
[T], to the corresponding eigenspace. If, for example, the matrix [T] has distinct
eigenvalues, then it has a complete set of linearly independent eigenvectors, and
each eigenvector has a unique corresponding eigenprojection. The eigenprojection
will project any vector onto the corresponding eigenvector. If, for example, [T] were
semi-simple, then the repeated eigenvalue will have an eigenspace with a dimension
equal to its multiplicity. The corresponding eigenprojection will only project onto
the eigenspace since all vectors in the eigenspace of the repeated eigenvalue are
eigenvectors.
The eigenprojections of a simple matrix are easily expressed after the followingterms are defined. The right eigenvalue problem is
[T0]{uj0} —Sjo{ujo}

(5)
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where sjo is an eigenvalue of [To] and {ujo} is the corresponding right eigenvector.
The left eigenvalue problem is defined as
{u,-o}T[r0] = Sjo{vjo}T
or
[T0]T{vj0} = SjQ{vjo }

where s j0 is the same eigenvalue as in equation (5) but corresponding to the left
eigenvector {vj0}. The eigenprojection corresponding to the right eigenvector {ujo}
is the matrix
[Zj o] =

{ujo

Now that the eigenprojection is defined, the resolvent for the matrix [To], see equa
tion (3), can be shown to be expressible as
[Rz\ = (Z[ i \ - [ Tu} r i

=
j= \ z

(0

where [Zj0\ = {wjo}{^o}T and c is any complex number not equal to any eigenvalue,
Sjo, of [T0]. Equation (6 ) is shown as follows:
Since [T0] is assumed to be simple, it is diagonalizable and can be expressed as
[To] =

m
w]->
/

where [U] is the modal matrix consistingofthe right eigenvectors and where {13} =
diagjsio, • • • ,Sno}. Now multiply the matrix (c[/J — [To]), on the left by [U }~1 and
on the right by [U] to obtain
[£/]-'(*[/] -

m u\

=

z[u\-'mn - l u r ^ m

which when rearranged becomes
( ; [ / ] - (T,]) = [ £ / ] ( ; [ / ] - [BDK /]-1

(7 )
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The inversion of equation (7) results in
m \ - p ^ ])" 1 = m

m

- [ s ] ) ^ ] - 1) - 1

or
( * m - p o ] ) - , = [ tf ] ( * M - [ B ] )-1
- , rrn
[tf] -i
To clarify the above equation, it is expanded to obtain
2—
510
(Z[I) - [T0])

0
[{uio}, . • . , {lino}} -1

= [{U10}, • • • , {^no}]
z *n0

Due to the biorthogonality of the right and left eigenvectors (i.e., {^o}T{uJo} =
the inverse of the right modal matrix is equal to the transpose of the left modal
matrix, [U]~l = {V\T, where [V] is the modal matrix of left eigenvectors.

This

means that the postulate is proven and
e m - P ’o i r ^ E T ^ f
j=i ~ ~ sj°

(g)

The above result may be adapted to define the resolvent [/?2 (e)],
i m ) i = (*[/] - P ’W D "1 =

i= 1 z ~ sjm)

(9 )

The eigenprojections, [Zj], are known; the eigenprojections, [Zj(e)\, can be cal
culated using contour integration. An example from complex variable theory, ex
plained below, will help to demonstrate how this is done. Note the following contour
integral,
/<

- a )nd:

n / -1
2n\ 71 — —1

0

where a is any complex number and c is a complex variable taken, for the purposes
of this paper, along the closed circular path,

enclosing a . The above integral,

along J, is precisely the mathematical formula needed to calculate the projection
[Zj(t)]. If, for example, a circular path. J ; . is chosen such th at the eigenvalue Sj(t)
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is inside the closed path and no other eigenvalue of [T(e)] is inside or on the path
Jj, then integrating equation (9) as follows
& (« )]j.
/

/ JtJi ,= l

'' '

'=J l Jj -2 «<(«)

results in all terms on the right other than the j t h being equal to zero, and the j t h
term is equal to 2tt\[Zj(e)\. The other terms are zero since the other Si,i ^ j are
outside the closed path, Jj. The result of the above integration gives
[Z;(e)] =

( 10 )
J

So now that the projection [Zj(e)\ is expressible in terms of [Rz (e)\, the resolvent
[/?2(e)J must be determined in terms of [Rz\, the resolvent of [T0]. Note that the
elements of [Rz(e)] are rational expressions in functions of t which are analytic
near e = 0. However, since [/?2(e)] exists for small enough |e|, the elements of
[Rz(e)] cannot have poles at e = 0. Thus, there exist matrices, [/^r)], r = 1,2,. . .,
independent of t such that
[Rz(t)] — [Rz] +

+ [/?i2)]e2 + ...

( 11 )

All of the terms, [/?£r)]. depend on [Rz], the resolvent of the matrix [T0]. To demon
strate this, take the derivative of equation ( 11) to obtain
[R'z(e)} =

+ 2 [M2)]e + 3[R^}e2 + ...

and at t = 0
= [M0 ]
The derivative of [/?2(e)] with respect to 6 is indicated by the prime, that is (•)'•
An expression for [M 1}] can be determined by taking the derivative of [/?.(e)] =
(z[Ij - [T(e)])_1 by using the product rule. An illustration of the product rule for
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matrices is as follows: Assume two matrices [A] and [B ] are differentiable in e. The
derivative of their product is
= m B ] + {A}[B}'
where the order of the factors must be preserved. In general, this implies that
( m

v n i r '^ r

for integers n > 1, but that
(m ' = f >
t=i

r ‘W k i r *

If [A] is nonsingular, the following relationship holds
w

w

= [i]

and by taking the derivative of the above relationship, the following equation is
obtained
{{A}-n)'{A}'1 + [A]-n[A]' = 0
Rearranging this as
( [ /ir ) W * = - [/ir[ .4 ]'
and then postmultiply by [/l]-1*, the following equation is obtained
( [ / r n)' = - [ / i n / i n . 4 ] - "

( 12)

Applying this formula to (^[1] —[T(e)]) 1 will result in
((*[1] - [T(e)])-1)' = —(-[I] - [T(t )])-‘[^(f)](~[I] - \ T ( e ) \ r l .
By noting that [/?2(e)j = (;[!] - [T(e)])-1 , then the above equation can be written
as
[tf,(01 = -[^(<)][T'(e)][/?2(e)]
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and at e = 0 , as
~ { R M \ [ T ,m [ R zm

[*L(o)i =

= - [ R zm ] [ R A

so that
[Rin]= -[fl,][T ,][jy

( 13)

(see, e.g., [9], eq. 7.6.3)
The second derivative of equation ( 11) at

e =

0 is

K ( 0 )] = 2 [jr <2>]
and the second derivative of [/2z(e)J at e = 0 is obtained by a repeated application
of the product formula, equation ( 12)
[^'(o)] = - ( -[ /? ,ip n H jy ) [t ,][/?2] -

( - [ / j ,] [ r 1][HJ])

or
[fl"(0)l = 2[/?_.][r1](/?2][T1][/?z]
so that
[/?"(0)] = 2[M2>] = 2[fl2)[Ti][/?2][T,)[fi2]
or
\R?]} = [/?2](T,][/?2][T,][/?2]

(14)

All higher order terms of the series given in equation ( 11) are calculated similarly.
If the power series expression of [/?,(e)], equation (11), is substituted into equa
tion ( 10), then the eigenprojection,
[Zj{t

:)} =

[Zj(e)

[Zj0\

+

J, becomes

[ C j l)

]e + [Cj2 )]e2 + ...

(lo)

where
\Zjo\ = - ^ - j { R z \ d z

and

[C(r)] = 2 - j \ R [ r)]dz,

T = 1 ,2 ,3 ,...
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Since the eigenprojection, [Zj(e)], is dependent on [/?2(e)] which is dependent on
[Rz\i then the path Jj must encompass both Sj(0) = Sjo and Sj(e), and no other
eigenvalue of [T0] or [T(e)] can be on the inside or on the closed circular path, Jj.
As long as the circular path, J j , can be chosen as outlined above, then the series
expression equation (15), exists since all of its terms exist. By multiplying equation
(15) by {u}, (any vector), a series expression for the eigenvector, Uj(t), is obtained
\Zj(t)}{u} = {u,(e)} = {up} + {cO}e + {c'2)}e2 + . . . (16)
where {cjr)} = [Cjr^]{iz}.
A series expression for the eigenvalues of [T(e)j can also be determined. The
first step in determining this series is to write the eigenvalue equation for [T(e)J as
[ T m z 3m u } = s3{e)[Zj{e)}{u}

(17)

and recognize th at this equation is valid for all choices of {u}. This implies that
[Tie)}^)} = 8^)12^)}

(18)

Equation (16) is a series expression for the right side of equation (17). All that
is needed to express the eigenvalues of [T(e)\ as a series is to determine a series
expression for the left side of equation (17) and this is obtained from the following
[r ( 0 p i (01 = T j /= [* .(< )]*

(19)

Equation (19) arises from the Cauchy integral formula (see [9], Chapter 5) as follows.
First, the expression [Rz{e)} is pre-multiplied by any polynomial, f( z) , to obtain
m m ^ )\ =t
j =l ~
Next, a contour integration around the path J3 enclosing only the j t h eigenvalues
(unperturbed and perturbed) is performed to obtain

//< * (< > !-/1 »

Jj

J}

~

:

t

(20)

J}
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According to the Cauchy integral formula,
/ ~
J7.s '

J

= 27ri/ ( s>)

hence, equation (20 ) can be reduced to

j

f ( z ) [ Rz ( e ) ] d z =

j (e))[Zj (e)]

J,
and if f ( z ) = z, then f{sj(e)) = Sj(e), and the above equation becomes
j

z[R2(e)]dz= 27riSj(e)[Zi (e)]
Jj

Finally, by noting that [T(e)][Zj(e)\ = Sj(c)[Zj(t)] and substituting [T(e)][Zj(e)\ for
Sj(e)[Zj(e)]i the desired result, equation (19), is obtained
f z\R,M)}dz = [m
2T(t)][^(0]
or
lT(e)\[Z,(,)} =

z{Rz(e)\dz

(2 1 )

This leads to a second series
\ n m z M = p ip * i +

+

>(2)i 2

+■■■

( 22 )

where
[B<r)| = i

f z { R [ r)}drz = 1 ,2 ,3 ,...

7F1J3
The solutions to the eigenvalue problem, equation (17), can now be determined
by the following procedure. First, the unperturbed and perturbed left and right
eigenvectors are normalized as follows
{vjo}T {iijo} = {iv(f)}r { M 0 } = 1
Next, equation (18) is pre-multiplied by {uj()}T and post-multiply by {uj0} to obtain
{«*}r [7’(0 ][^ (0 ]{ « * } = « i( 0 {i-*}T[^(e)]{u*}
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Next, equation (16) and equation (22) are substituted into the above equation and
the terms are rearranged to obtain the eigenvalue series expression
/ \ _ {vjo}T lT(£)][Zj(e)]{ujo} _ sjo + bjt + 62e2 -f . • •
{vjo}T[Zj(e)]{ujo}
1 + C\t + C2t 2 + ...

, .

where br = {vjo}T[B{r)}{uj0} and cy = {i5o}T[C(r)]{uj0}The main point of the above derivation is not to show how to calculate the
perturbed eigenvectors and eigenvalues since the above technique is not competitive
with algebraic substitution. The above derivation reveals, however, the underlying
mathematical machinery that determines under what conditions a series for the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors exists. The theory shows that each term of the series
expressions for the perturbed eigenvalues and eigenvectors is a function of [Rz] and
[Ti]. This allows the analyst to obtain a deeper understanding of the origins of
the power series expressions and the related concept of series convergence. The
above development also shows that as long as the path, J j , encloses a region that
contains the jth eigenvalue of [To] and the corresponding j t h eigenvalue of [T(e)J
and no other eigenvalues of either matrice is within the region or on the path T,,
then the power series for the eigenvalues and the power series for the eigenvectors
exist and converge to the perturbed eigenvalue and eigenvector. This is a direct
result of the fact that all of the series terms for [T2(e)J, equation ( 11), exist and
that both {uj(e)} and Sj(e) depend explicitly on [/?2(e)j. If a perturbed eigenvalue
(an eigenvalue of [T(e)]) corresponding to an eigenvalue of [T0] other than the jth
enters the region enclosed by the path Jj, then the resolvent [T2(e)] will not equal
the series expression in equation (11) since the zeroth order term [Rz] corresponds
only to the j t h eigenvalue of [T()]. Clearly, a judicious choice of path Jj is warranted
to ensure that equation (11) is true. If it is true, then the eigenvalue Sj(e) and
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eigenvector {rtj(e)} can be expressed as power series. The judicious choice of path
Jj will then ensure the convergence of the power series expressions. Convergence
and a judicious choice are the subjects of the next section.
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III. CONVERGENCE
Peres-da-Silva et al. [2], found a convergence condition in Kato [8 ] for the series
expression of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the m atrix [T(e)] if the unper
turbed matrix, [T0j, was normal and had nonrepeated eigenvalues. The convergence
condition is
2 lir.ii

d

i

|c|

(24)

where the matrix [Ti] is the perturbing matrix, where d = minfc^ \sjo — s^ol and
where s i0 i = 1 ,2 ,..., n are the eigenvalues of the unperturbed system. The above
equation can be rewritten as
M P ill <

d

(25)

This form of the convergence condition reflects the judicious choice of path Jj dis
cussed in the previous section. By selecting the radius of the path, J j , to be less
than

one may effectively isolate the j t h eigenvalue of [T0] and the corresponding

j t h eigenvalue of [T(e)J from all other eigenvalues. In fact, a proof by Lancaster
establishes th at the j t h perturbed eigenvalue of [T(e)] will lie within a circle with
center at one of the unperturbed eigenvalues, sj() j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n, and of radius less
than or equal to |e| ||Ti||. A portion of Gersgorin’s theorem says that if the disk con
taining an eigenvalue is isolated from all other Gersgorin disks, then it will contain
only that eigenvalue. Setting the radius of Jj to less than | will ensure that the
j t h eigenvalue of [T(e)] is isolated and contained in the Gersgorin disk correspond
ing to the unperturbed eigenvalue, Sjo, since the radius of each disk is less than
Lancaster’s theorem is as follows:
T h eo rem 1 - Assume [To] is semi-simple, with eigenvalues (sio>-- • , <Sno)> n°l neces
sarily distinct, and s is an eigenvalue of [T0] +f[Ti], and for a matrix norm induced
by an absolute vector norm,
r =

(2G)
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then s lies in at least one of the disks \z — Sjo| < r,

j = 1, . . . , n, of the complex z

plane (see, e.g.,[9], theorem 7.4-2).
The above theorem has several as yet unexplained terms th at when clarified
will make the proof easier to follow and the meaning of the theorem clearer. First,
an absolute vector norm uses the absolute values of the vector elements. There are
several such norms listed in [9]. An example of an absolute vector norm is
p({x}) = m ax|{xj}|, for any vector {x}
j

(27)

A matrix norm induced by an absolute vector norm is defined to be
imi

h([T]{*})
SUP ■(C
{*}^o h({x})

(28)

where [T ] is an (n x n) matrix, {j ;} is any vector, h(-) indicates any of a number of
absolute vector norms and “su p ” refers to the least upper bound. The vector {x}
can be absolutely any vector and is normalized so that h({x}) = 1 (see, e.g., [9],
Section 6 .3 , lemma 1) and, therefore, equation (28) becomes
||T|| =

max h([T]{x})

If h (-) is taken to be the norm of equation (27), then the norm of a matrix [T] can
be shown to be
\\T\\P= max 5 2 I<7*I
3 k

(29 )

(see, e.g., [9], ex.9, pg. 212)
This is the row sum of the absolute values of the matrix elements. This norm can
be assumed for the proof of the above theorem.
Another term needing explanation is iz(7k)
v(T„) = m n < (\U \)

(30)
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The symbol infu K{[U\) refers to the greatest lower bound (gib) of the condition
number of [U] over all possible [U]. The condition number, K([U}), is defined to be
K([U}) = \\U\| ||U - l \\
Since the matrices [U] and [U]~l are the modal matrices of [To], each is non-unique.
This implies that the calculation of the greatest lower bound (gib) of the condition
number is not trivial. Also, the value of i'(To) can be greater than one (see, e.g., [9],
Section 7.4). The proof of the theorem is
P ro o f 1 - Since s is an eigenvalue of [T0] -f e[Ti], there is a vector {uj} ^ 0 for
which
([Tol+finlM w ,} = *>{«;}
(Note: The eigenvalues of [To] can be repeated.)
If [T0] = [U][B}[U]~l, where [T] = diag{sio,. •. ,5n0}, then
([B\ + t[U]-l [Tl\ [U]) {x}=s{x}
where {x} = [U\~l {'ui ) • Thus
{ s [ I ] - \ B ] ) { x } = e m - l lTi][U]){x}
and using the following fact (not proven here, see [9]) that
glbh(s[/] - [B}) < kl \\U~lT xlJ\\ < |e| ||T _1|| \\U\\ IITj H= \ e \ K ( [ U ] m \
then
glb/l(6'[ / ] - [ T ] ) < k |A ( [ f / ] ) ||T 1
The term glb/l(^>[/] — [13]) is defined tis follows
„ , rrl
H W ] ~ i m-------*})
glb,.(s
/ - f„n
[B ) = ■
mfr ------1J 1
{r}#o
h({x})
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where h({x}) implies the absolute vector norm of {x} where {x} is any vector
normalized so that h({x}) = 1. The above equation implies the taking of all possible
vectors {x} and calculating the product (s[I] — [£?])) {x} = {?/} and then comparing
all of the possible vectors {y} to determine which is the greatest lower bound (gib)
of the absolute vector norm. Since (s[I] — [T]) is diagonal, the above seemingly
ambiguous process is quite simple. The greatest lower bound of a diagonal matrix
is simply the absolute value of the minimum diagonal element (see, e.g., [9], Section
6.4, corollary 2) and, therefore, results in
min 15 —Sjo| < |e| K([U]) \\TX||
j
where the condition number, K([U]), is nonunique since the transformation matrices
[[/], and hence [U}~1, are nonunique. And since the above equation is true for every
[U] diagonalizing [To], the bound
min |s —Sj0| < |c| v(To) ||Ti || = r
j

is proven.
In the case that [T0] is normal, then zy(T0) — 1 and K([U]) is unique and equal
to one, (K([U\) = 1), the above equation becomes
min |.s - Sjo\ < |e| ||Ti|| = r

(31)

j

Hence, s lies in at least one of the disks \z —Sjq| < r.
Equation (31) compares the unperturbed eigenvalue, s, with all unperturbed eigen
values, Sj0, j = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . ,n, leaving open the possibility that the j t h perturbed
eigenvalue is closer to an unperturbed eigenvalue other than the jth. This difficulty
is addressed in the Gersgorin theorem. The theorem stated but not proven here is
Theorem 2 - If [T] €1 <TnXfl and
n
Pj = X-

\tjk
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then every eigenvalue of [T] lies in at least one of the disks
\z - Uj\ < Pj

J = 1,2,

, n,

in the complex z plane.
Furthermore, a set of m disks having no point in common with the remaining
n —m disks contains m and only m eigenvalues of [T] (see, e.g., [9], theorem 7.2.1).
Combining the results of Lancaster’s theorem and Gersgorin’s theorem implies
that if the perturbed eigenvalues are inside a bounded region with the radius r as
min |s - Sjo\ < |e| ||Ti|| = r
j
and if the radius, r, is less than half the minimum distance between unperturbed
eigenvalues as
mm \s
j

SjoI < M ll^iII = r <

2

then the j t h perturbed eigenvalues are each isolated in Gersgorin disks about the
corresponding j t h unperturbed eigenvalue since with r < | the disks about each
unperturbed eigenvalue have no points in common. The judicious choice of paths,
Jj,

is now clearly defined to have radius
r = M 117’.

and the convergence condition
!f !llr 'H <
An important observation of this proof is that [T0] need not be simple. The
theorem states that [T0] need only be semi-simple. That is, it only needs to be
diagonalizable. The matrix [To] can have repeated eigenvalues. In the case of re
peated eigenvalues d = min^y* \$jo ~ -s'^)l r/

The proper way to calculate d is

to treat the repeated eigenvalue cis a single point in the complex plane and calcu
late the minimum distance between eigenvalues as in the the case of nonrepeated
eigenvalues.
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Even though the perturbed eigenvalues of a multiple eigenvalue problem can be
bounded by the same convergence condition as the distinct eigenvalue problem, the
resolvent theory for perturbations of linear operators reveals significant differences
between the two cases. This m atter is addressed in the next section.
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IV. REPEATED EIGENVALUES
As mentioned previously, the case of perturbing a system with repeated eigen
values is much more complicated than is the case with discrete eigenvalues. Here,
the case of perturbing a semi-simple system will be discussed. Again, it is necessary
to assume th at there is no coalescence of eigenvalues. Recall equation (6 ),
[Rz]= (*[/] - [To] ) - 1 = E - E 22L
j=1 Z 5j 0
where previously the eigenprojections, [Zj0], projected onto the j t h eigenvector,
and now assume that [To] has a repeated eigenvalue of, say, multiplicity two. The
eigenprojection corresponding to this repeated eigenvalue would project onto a two
dimensional eigenspace. Assuming the first eigenvalue is repeated twice, then equa
tion (32) becomes
[/?..] = ( ; [ / [ - (To) ) - 1 =

~ “ <s

+

(33)
j =3 z ~

s j0

and
•A.2
where the [Y] is used to denote the eigenprojection of the repeated eigenvalue
throughout the thesis. It will project any vector onto the two dimensional eigenspace
of the twice repeated eigenvalue. The closed path, J i>2, will have to be chosen so
as to enclose the two perturbed eigenvalues that originate from the repeated eigen
value. This is obvious since the perturbed resolvent [/?2(e)j will be expressed as a
series with terms dependent on the unperturbed resolvent [Rz\. If J 1,2 did not en
close both perturbed eigenvalues, then the perturbed eigenprojection [Y(t)] would
not equal the series given in equation ( 11) which depends on [Rz\.
The development of the perturbed eigenprojections is exactly the same as that
for distinct eigenvalues, see equation (15), resulting in
[f(c)] = IK] + | D (I)| ( + \D{2)\t2 + . . .

(31)
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where

[D(r)]=i J\/[R(;)]dz'

r = 1-2 -3 ’---

,2

for the repeated eigenvalue. The other distinct eigenvalues of [To] are handled by
equation (15) as before.
The problem that arises in the above development is that the perturbed eigen
vectors, {iij}, corresponding to j = 1, 2 , cannot be determined from the above series
for [T(e)] since all that is obtained is the two dimensional plane that {itj(e)}, j =
1. 2 , form.

Under special conditions (special, but also believed likely to occur in practice),
this problem can be circumvented. Assume to start that two basis vectors of the
eigenspace, defined by the range of [T], can be determined as being the proper
starting vectors, {uj0}, j = 1, 2 , for the power series expansions for {^(e)}, j —
1. 2 , then

[Y] = [Z10] + [Z201

(35)

where
[Zio] = {wio}{^io}T and [Z20] = {u 2o}{^2o}T
Now the eigenprojection, [V'(e)], is based on the resolvent, [/?z], which in turn is
based on [Y], and hence upon [Z10] and [Z20]. This means that for the appropriate
contour integral on the path Ji. 2, the perturbed eigenprojection is expressible as
[?(c)l = [Zi(e)] + [Z2(c)j

(36)

This means that the perturbation series for eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be
expressed as a power series. So under the above condition, the series for Sj(e) and
{uj(e)}, j = 1, 2 , will each be a ]>ower series and not a Puiseux series. Finding the
correct vectors {<q()}, j = 1, 2 , to start the series expressions has been addressed
by eigensensitivity researchers, by Kato and by Lancaster. The above special case
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will be referred to here as “complete simple splitting” of the repeated eigenvalue.
Other categories (defined for the purposes of this paper) of eigenvalue splitting are
as follows:
N onsplitting - Repeated eigenvalue maintains its multiplicity
C om plete sim ple splitting - Repeated eigenvalue can be represented as
a power series. This implies that a complete set of linearly independent
eigenvectors define the repeated eigenspace and each perturbed eigenvec
tor has a corresponding unique unperturbed eigenvector.
C om plete splitting - Same as above except the series expressions for the
perturbed eigenvalue corresponding to the repeated eigenvalue have equal
higher order terms for a portion of the series expressions, say, for example,
s n = .s2i , .. • , S15 = 525, then the series expressions permanently split; see
reduction process (Section V).
Partial Splitting - Not enough eigenvectors exist at some point in the
perturbation process so that some or all of the repeated eigenvalues must
be represented as branches of an analytical function when perturbed. This
case is represented by a Puiseux series.
The cases of complete simple and complete splitting as well as a version of partial
splitting can all occur when perturbing a semi-simple matrix (system). To determine
which case is pertinent for a given matrix, a process developed by Kato (and dicussed
in some detail in Lancaster [9]) called the “reduction process” is used to analyze
the system (see. e.g., [9], Section 7.10). The reduction process will reduce a system
with a repeated eigenvalue and, hence, a multiple dimension eigenspace to a system
with a one dimensional eigenspace.

It only works for matrices which are semi

simple and is continued if the first reduction results in another semi-simple matrix.
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The process stops once the reduced matrix is simple or defective. If the reduced
matrix is simple, then power series expressions for Sj(e) and {iXj(e)} are appropriate.
Once the existence of a power series expression for Sj(e) and { ^(e)} is known, then
the reduction process is no longer necessary and the series approximation problem
can be addressed as is commonly done with algebraic substitution. This will be
done in the application section of this thesis.
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V.

THE REDUCTION PROCESS

The theorem for the reduction process is
T h eo rem 3 - Let [T(e)] = [To] + e[T\] be the perturbed matrix, and let [T0] be semi
simple. Let s be a repeated eigenvalue of [To], and let Sj(e) be an eigenvalue of[T(e)]
for which Sj(0) = s. Then there is a coefficient, Sj\, such that
Sj(e) = s -f- Sj\6 + 0(|e| ^T)

(37)

as e —►0 and Sji is an eigenvalue of [Y][Ti][Y], where [F] is the eigenprojection cor
responding to s. If the matrix, [F][Ti][F]; is semi-simple, then there is a coefficient,
Sj2, such that
sj (£) = Sjo + Sj\t T 5j2f2 + 0(|e|

(38)

and Sj2 is an eigenvalue of [Y][Ti][E(z)][Ti][Y]. (see, e.g., [9], theorem 7.9.1 and
ex. 3, pg 250)
The values l\ and 12 depend on the splitting of the eigenvalue s. These values are
determined by the reduction process.

If, for instance, the first reduced matrix,

[ F jp ^ F ] , was a (3 x 3 ) defective matrix and had a repeated eigenvalue of mul
tiplicity two, then the repeated eigenvalue would have only one eigenvector and
would be equal to two. The higher order terms of the series expansion of equation
(37) would be in powers of one half. If the first reduced matrix, [F][Ti][F], were
(3 x 3) and nondefective, then h would be one and the series, equation (37), would
be a power series. The same logic is true for the second reduced matrix and /2.
The reduction process can be repeated until the repeated eigenvalues experience
complete simple splitting and are expressed as a power series upon perturbation, or
the reduced matrix, for example, [Y][T{][Y], is defective at which time the Puiseux
series then completes the series as shown above.
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The reduction process is the interactive process by which the above series are
derived. To illustrate (and prove) the reduction process, assume that [To] has a
repeated eigenvalue of multiplicity two. This will be sufficient to demonstrate the
process.
Assume that s = Sio = S20 is the repeated eigenvalue of [T0], and that the
eigenprojection corresponding to s is [T] as before, then
(S[/]-[T (e)])[P(e)]

=

- T

=

f ( 2 - « ) E 'W

^7fl Jj\,2

r=0

m

Now [T(0 )] = [Y] and (s[I] — [To])[T] = [0], so that the term of the series on the
right that is independent of e must also be zero. Thus, the above equation may be
reduced to

00

( * [ / ] - [T(e)])[?(0] = E

^ lr)]

(40)

r=l

where
[A'r)] = ~

f (z - a)[R£'\dz
•A,2

(41)

Recall equation (13) and substitute [/?.] = (c[/| - [7o])~1 into equation (13) to
obtain
[/?<■>] = -[/?,][T ,][jy = -(* [/] - \T(t\ r l [T,}(z[I] - [To] ) - 1

(42)

Also recall equation (33)
(-'[/] - [To])

-l — (U
- - s

_ j_

1^[ZjqI
p ? - - sjO

[VI
—s + [£(*)]

(43)

so that upon substitution of equation (43) into equation (42) the following equation
is obtained
[Mi:

\y + (£(-')]
z -s

[T,

\y\ + \E{z)]
z —.s
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The expansion of the above equation results in the following
=

_ [ E j z m m _ [ym \[E(z)

(z - s) - {E{z)}\Ti]E{z)

so that the integral in equation (41) for r = 1 becomes
[A(1)] = - 2 - j

- s)[J?<l)]tfz

or
(44)

[^(1)] = [?][T,][F]
Now, by using equation (40), a matrix [21(e)] can be defined as
oo

[/1(e)] = e - ‘ (s[/] - [T(e)])[K(e)] = £ U[<4(r+1)]

(45)

r= 0

and note that [^4(0)] = [T][Ti][T] and that [4(e)] is analytic in a neighborhood of
e = 0.
Let {/q(e)} be a right eigenvector of [T(e)] with a corresponding eigenvalue
5j(e), then {?q(e)} is in the range of the eigenprojection [T(e)]. Thus, {?q(e)} =

[Y(e)]{?q(e)}, and the eigenvalue problem for [4(e)] becomes
[/1(6)){«,(C)} = e - ‘(s[/] - [T(e)))[?(e)]{uJ(e)}> j = 1,2

(46)

Upon noting that [T(e)][V'(f)]{wJ(e)} = •s_,(e)[V'(e)]{uJ(f)} = s>(e){uJ(e)}, the eigen
value problem can be rewritten as
[A(e)]{uj(e)} = e 1(.s[/[ - Sj ( e )[/]){u>(e)},

1,2

(47)

The eigenvalue of this problem, e ’(*[/] —Sj(e)[/[), can be expressed as a Puiseux
series expansion about e = 0 in powers of r T as
(48)

From the above equation, Sj(e) can be expressed as
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The value of / can be either one or two since s is assumed to have a multiplicity of
two. The value of / depends on the nature of the matrix [y’][7\][y’]. If [y’][Ti][y] is
simple, then the eigenvalue s splits via “complete simple splitting” and 1 = 1. This
means that Sj(t) is expressed as a power series. If [P][Ti][T] is semi-simple, then
the reduction process is carried out again to obtain
Sj(e) — SjQ + Sj\€ -J- Sj 2^2 + 0 (|c | 1+ T)

(49)

If the second reduced matrix is semi-simple, then the process is repeated until either
complete splitting occurs (the reduced matrix is simple), or the reduced matrix is
defective and partial splitting occurs. This means that / — 2 and all higher order
terms of the series are in powers of one half. This is the case refered to in the
introduction where the power series changes (or switches) into a Puiseux series.
The only theory left to discuss is that of the general abstract case of defective
matrices. A defective matrix is a matrix with a repeated eigenvalue, but with not
enough linearly independent eigenvectors to span the eigenspace of the repeated
eigenvalue. Defective matrices fall into one of two categories: non-derogatory and
derogatory (see [12]). The nonderogatory defective matrix has only one eigenvector
for each repeated eigenvalue regardless of the number of repetitions. The deroga
tory defective matrix has more than one eigenvector but not enough to span the
eigenspace of the repeated eigenvalue. The resolvent theory for the abstract case
will not be discussed here since it does not add much to the feel of the perturba
tion theory. A more useful approach is to give an overview of the end result of
perturbing a defective matrix. As discussed earlier, the general case of perturb
ing a repeated eigenvalue is handled by assuming that the series expansion for the
perturbed eigenvalues is of the Puiseux series form

(50 )
(see, e.g., [8 ], II-1.7)
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for the eigenvalues, and
(51)
for the eigenvectors.
2?ri ^

The effect of the term e p

is to create p branches of the one equation. This

can be seen by noting that the p roots of a complex number z are
tfz = {/re

P

n — 1,2, 3 ,...

where 9 is fixed so that it lies within a particular interval corresponding to the
branch choice. As multiples of 2tx are added to 9, all of the p pth roots of z are
determined. In our case, 9 = 2nh, so that the p branches of Sjh(c) exist. The values
of p and h depend on the system being analyzed. The value of p is equal to the
number of eigenvalues associated with a particular unperturbed eigenvector. The
value of h varies from zero to p — 1.
The easiest approach to explain h is to illustrate some of the possibilities. Take,
for example, the case of a repeated eigenvalue of multiplicity five with three corre
sponding linearly independent eigenvectors. The following possible Puiseux series
could arise from such a system depending on the Jordan form the matrix.
The eigenvalues s with multiplicity five will split into three Puiseux series ac
cording to the following cases:
case i)
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case ii)
5(1) =

s+

+ .. . ,

p= 1

s{2) =

5 + SjiV + s ^ e 2 + • • • i

P= 1

s(3)
*Jh =

5+

h = 0,1,2, (p = 3)

The first case is for [To] with the Jordan blocks of 1,2,2 dimension, respectively, and
the second case is for [To] with the Jordan blocks of 1,1,3 dimension, respectively. A
description of a Jordan block can be found in [12]. The eigenvectors split similarly.
Kato discussed this when he refered to cycles and periods. He writes of this in
terms such as
“... the roots . . . constitute one or several branches of one or several
analytic functions . . . ”
(see, e.g., [9], pg. 73)
which makes sense in the context of the Jordan form of a defective matrix.
Also recognize that the first two series of case (ii) can condense into a Puiseux
series at any time unless

^

for some i and

for all k < i.

The previous theory demonstrates what pitfalls await the analyst who starts
substituting power series into perturbed eigenvalue problems without first investi
gating the validity of such an assumption. Fortunately, for the case of “complete
simple splitting” of a repeated eigenvalue, the assumption of the power series ex
pansion of the perturbed eigenvalue and eigenvectors is valid. W ith this in mind, a
series solution is developed in the next section for a nonclassically damped dynamic
system for the unperturbed system having a repeated eigenvalue.
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VI. APPLICATION TO DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
The equation of motion of a homogeneous damped dynamic system with n
degrees of freedom is
[M]{i} + [C]{±} + [tf]{*} = {0}

(52)

where [M], [C], [K ] are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively.
The matrix [M] is assumed to be symmetric and positive definite.

The matrix

[K] is assumed to be symmetric and positive definite. The matrix [C] is assumed
to be symmetric. The above equation is transformed by substituting the variable
transformation
M = I'l’K'/}
and by pre-multiplying by [4>|7'. The matrix [<!>] is the modal matrix of the undamped
system. The result is
(/|{i/} + |r]{?/} + (AIM = o

(53)

The matrix [/] is the identity matrix. The matrix [T] is the transformed dampingmatrix, the matrix [A] = diag{ic?,... ,^ r2J , where the J] are the eigenvalues of the
undamped system, and the JJj are the natural freciuencies of the undamped system.
The above equation can be solved by transforming it into state space and by solving
it as a linear algebraic eigenvalue problem, or, as in the case of this thesis, by the
use of perturbation theory. For the purposes of this thesis, the matrix [T] will be
assumed to have the form
in = [r„i + f ip 11

(o-i)

where [r()] is diagonal, and where e[FL] is the assumed perturbation of [T0].
The unperturbed system is solved by assuming the solution {?/} = {</}cs* and
substituting it into equation (53) and recognizing that for the unperturbed system,
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[r] = [r0], to obtain the resulting unperturbed set of simultaneous equations
(s%[I] +

[r0] + [A]) {uj0} = {0 },

j = 1, 2 , . . . ,n

(55 )

Since equation (55) is a diagonal system, solving it is simple. The solution for the
eigenvalues are obtained by solving each quadratic equation, Sj0 T sj 07jj +

—

0, j — 1 ,... ,n , where 7 jj is the j t h diagonal element of [To]. The modal matrix of
eigenvectors, {ixyo}, j = 1 , 2 , . . . ,n, can be assumed to be the identity matrix.
For the purposes of this thesis, one of the eigenvalues is assumed to be of a
geometric multiplicity of two, and for simplicity, say th at s = S10 = s 2o- Next, the
above system is perturbed by e[r 1] to obtain
(s^[/] + Sj([r0] + f[r 1]) T [A]) {uj} = {0 }

(56)

The solutions to this equation are assumed to be expressible as power series. This
assumption is verifiable by an a priori check explained later in the development.
The series solutions are

00

•sj(f) =

(57)
i = ()

and
K (0 } =

»=()

(58)

After substituting equations (57) and (58) into equation (56) and rearranging, equa
tion (56) becomes
fy { 7 * } = 0
i=0

(59)

For equation (59 ) to hold for all e, all {TJX} must simultaneously be equal to zero,
that is
{TJt} = 0,

2 = 0 .1 ,...

(60)

For i = 0, {Tjo} is
{'/>,} = K n U l/j,,} = {0}

(51 )
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where

(62)

Wo] — (S%[I} + Sjo[r0] + [A])
and for i = 1 ,2 ,3 ,...
t-i
_
m=1

{^■i} = Wo]{
i—1

t

+ [ r 0| ^

i—1

+ [r iE s j.i - i { “ j.(-i} +

= {°}

(63)

The solutions 5j0 and {Ujo} to equation (55) are known. The solutions to equation
(56) will require an additional equation to fully determine the higher order terms sJt
and {uji}. This additional equation is the biorthogonality condition for quadratic
eigenvalue problems, see [13]. For any 7 , the following must hold
{nj}T(sj [I] + [r]){uj } = 1

(64)

and for any multiple eigenvalue the following must hold
M T (s[i\ + [r]){«,-} =

(65)

(see, e.g., [13], Section 4.4)
where s is the multiple eigenvalue and where {?q} and {Uj} are eigenvectors corre
sponding to s. Note that the above expression does not apply for distinct eigenval
ues. This is discussed in [13].
After substituting equation (57) and equation (58) into equation (64), one ob
tains the following equations for c°, e1, t 2

{<oi}r (‘-'S><,[/| + lr <>l){«j«>> = 0
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(e2)

{ujo}T (<
2sj2[I]){ujo} + {ujo}T (2sj\ [I] -f [T 1 ]){^j 1 } +

(68)

{ujo}T (2sjo[/] + [r0l){%2} + {wji}T(2sji[/] + [ ri] ) { ^ 0} +
{uj\}T(2s-jo[I] + [r0]){wji} + {uj2}T{2sjo[I] 4- [ro]){^jo} = 0
or in general terms
i i—k
t-1
2'Z2J2(s}‘{uji-k-i}T){ujk} + ^ W } T[ri]{;/-j*—l—
/} + ^ { « ji} T[ro]{«ji-i} —o
k=0 /=0
(69)
The solution of equation (56) for all distinct eigenvalues would proceed as in [2] or
[1]. For all repeated eigenvalues, the solution of equation (56) proceeds as described
below.
As stated above, the solution of equation (55) is assumed to result in a repeated
eigenvalue (s = s i0 = s 2o). This eigenvalue has a corresponding two dimensional
eigenspace. Any vector in this space is an eigenvector corresponding to s. This
ambiguity causes a problem in solving the perturbed system since the series for
the perturbed eigenvector {Uj} requires a unique eigenvector {uj0}. This hurdle
is overcome by the following procedure. Select any basis for the two dimensional
eigenspace. Call these basis vector {fq} and {c2}. Then assume that specific vectors
{uio} and {u^} exist and that these solve equation (55). The vectors {ui0} and {u^}
can each be written as a linear combination of {ei} and {e2}
{uin} = dn {e\} + di2{e2}

(70)

{'^20} —

(71)

i ei} + d22{e2}

or in the matrix form as
[U] = [E][D]
where [U\ = [{wio}, {n20}|, [E\ = \{ f\}. {r2}], and

(72)
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The only restriction on the matrix [D] is due to the biorthogonality condition, equa
tion (65),
[D]T[£]T(2a[/] + [r0])[E][D] = [J]

(73)

or since [E]T(2s[I\ + [r0])[£] = [/]
[D]t [D] = [/]

(74)

Now express equation (63) for i = 1, to obtain
{Ajo]{uji} = —Sj\(2Sjo + [r 0]){^o} —5_,o[ri]{uj0},

j — 1,2

(75)

If the above equation is written in matrix form for j = 1,2, and the result is
pre-multiplied by [E\T, and it is noted that [£,]T[/tj0] = [0], then
[S ](£ f (2s[/| + [r 0])[£][Z>] = - S[£]r [ r 1][£:][JD]

(76)

where
i5 ) = [ o “

L

’

and where sn and s2i nre the first order terms in the series expressions for the
perturbed eigenvalues.
Due to the biorthogonality condition, [E]T (2s[I\ -f [r 0])[£J] = [/], equation (76)
becomes
[S}[D] = - s [ £ ] T[r,][£;][D]

(77)

By solving the eigenvalue problem, equation (77), the coefficients needed to solve
equation (70) and equation (71) and the first order correction terms, s n and s 2i,
are determined. The above eigenvalue problem is the a priori check used to verify
the validity of the power series solution of the perturbed system mentioned previ
ously. It is also the reduced eigenproblem refered to in the theory. If the eigenvalues
Si 1 ^ S‘2i then the assumption of a power series solution was correct (as long as the
perturbed system meets the convergence condition, equation (24)). If equation (77)
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has repeated eigenvalues or if it is defective then this method is invalid. For this rea
son, the first step of this method, namely the solution of the reduced eigenproblem,
is the a priori check.
Returning to equation (75), recognize that all terms on the right are known and
rewrite equation (75) as
[Ajo\{uji} = {0j\},

j = 1,2

(78)

the rank of [A,o] is (n — 2) because the eigenvalue, s, is of multiplicity two so that
the solution to equation (78) is nonunique. The matrix [A,0] is also diagonal with
the first two rows all zero. Also, some mention should be made of the composition
of the vector {uji}. The vector {m,i} can be decomposed into two components as
K -i} = t o i l + f o i} ,

3 = 1,2

(79)

where {7;^} is a vector in the range of [AJ()], and {n7i} is a vector in the null space
of [Ajo]. The vector {nji} can further be decomposed as
{77j 1} = lCj\ {7/ 10} + 2cj\ {7/20},

j — 1,2

(80)

since the vectors {7/1()} and {7/20} form a basis for the null space of [A,0]> The
diagonal form of [A,0] makes solving for the component vector {uji} simple by
solving the following equation
{AJo}{vj l } = {pj l },

j = 1,2

(81)

where [A,0] is [Aj0] with one substituted for the two zero diagonal elements of [Aj0],
and {/5j 1} is {3j\} with the first two elements replaced with zero. This is equivalent
to solving the lower ( n - 2 ) equations of the linear system. The coefficients of {77, 1},
may not be determined using equation (78). To determine these coefficients requires
the use of both the biorthogonality condition, equation (67), and the next higher
order equation {Tj2} = {6 }-
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The biorthogonality condition, equation (67), will provide the coefficient
of {™n} and 2C2i of {n2i}. By substituting equation (79) and equation (80) into
equation (67) and setting j = 1 , for example, results in
K o } T(25n[J] 4 [ri]){ixio} + {tqo}T(2s[7] 4 [ro])({^n} T ^ n frzio } 4
2Cn{u 2o}) 4 ({ ^ n } T T lCn{u\o}T 4 2Cn{w2o}T)(2s[7] 4 [Fo]){ttio} = 0
By recalling that {t/i0}T(2s[/] 4 [r0]){iqo} = 1 and {uio}T (2s[I] 4 [ r 0]){^ 2o} = 0,

and, after rearranging, the above equation can be solved for
1Cn =

—|( { wio}T(2sh [/] 4 [ r ! ] ) 4

{?q0}T(2s[/] 4

as
o]){^n}

+ {'^11 }T(2 .s[/] T [r0]){n10})

(8 2 )

and, in general
j Cji =

—\ ( { ^ u } r (2sji [7] 4 [ r i ] ) { } + { ujo} t (2s [I} 4 [r 0]){ ^ i}

+ {l,J ,} T(2.s[/] + [r0]){«Jo})

j = 1,2

(83)

With the component lcii {wm} determined from the biorthogonality condition, the
other component of {iiji}, ‘2cn {^ 20}, can be determined from the second-order equa
tion for {T12}. The term {T i2} is
{T i 2} =

[Al0]{ul2} T

12(2.s[/] 4 [ r 0]){?q0} + sn(2s[7] T [r0]){nn}

+ 5 11(5 n [7] -f [ri]){wio} + 5B i {u h } = 0

(84)

Substitute equation (79) and equation (80) into equation (84) and pre-multiply
by {w2()}T and note that {u2o}T[^in] = {0 }T since s = Si0 = S20, and that
{W2o}t (2 s [7 ] 4 - [r0]){w 10} = 6 so that the first two terms of the above equation
are zero resulting in
'Sn{u2<)}/ (2 .s[/] 4- [r„])({nii} + lCn{w10} + 2c 1i{u20})
I -s'n {^zo}7 (-ST1[I] 4- [F 1]){?ilo} 4
* { i^ n ri]({ rn } +

1{a 10} 4 2Ch {w2o}) —0
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Next, collect terms associated with 2C\\ to obtain
2cll(Sll{w 2o}T(2 s[/] + [r0]){w2o} + «s{w2o}T[ri]{li 2o}) =
~ (5i i {w2o}T(2s [/] 4- [r0]){vn} 4- 1Ci i s 11 { u2o}T(2s [I} 4- [r o]) {^ 10} 45ll{w2o}T(Sii [/] 4" [ri]){uio} + 5{w2o}T[ri]{l'ii} + 1Cl i S{ll20 }T [Ti j {liio })
and recognize that {u2o}T(2s[/] -f [r0]){u20} = 1 and {u 2o}T(2s[I] 4- [F0]){^io} = 0.
The above equation then becomes
2Cii(Sn T s{w2o}T[IT]{u2o}) —
—(5n{?i2o}T(2s[/] + \r0]){vn } + -5ii {w2o}r (5n [I] 4- [Ti]){wio} 45{w2o}<r[r’i] { ^11 } 4- 1Cns{?z20}T[ r 1]{?qo})
or
2cn = —(sn 4-.s{//2()}7 [rj{?C2o}))

(*ii{^2 o}T(25[/] 4- {r0]){vn} +

5 i i {w2()}T(-Sh [/] 4- [ri]){wio} 4- 5{w2o}T[ r 1]{i;11} 41C i i } T[ri]{wio})

(80)

In general the coefficient kCj\ for A: = 1,2, and j — 1,2, where k / j , can be calcu
lated similarly as
k Cji =

— ( ( S j i + s{'U/bo}T[ri]{w*o}))

( sji

{^*o}T (2s[/] 4- [ F o ] ) } 4-

5ji{Mw)}T(-Sji[/] + [ri]){ujo} 4- .s{
fccJus{^)}T[ r 1]{uJo})

^ [ r i] { i } +

A: = 1,2, j = 1,2, k ± j

(86)

With the above calculation, {uji} is now fully determined. The next step in the
calculation procedure is to determine si2, and this is done by pre-multiplying equa
tion (84) by {ul0}T and recognizing that {ui()}T[/lin] = {0}T, and {?q0}T(2*[/] 4[F0]){</K,} = 1 to obtain
*12 = ~ (*n {uio}t (2.s[/] 4- [F()]){un} 4*4i{^io}7 (*-sn[7] 4- [Ti]){?/io} d *-{wio}T[ri]{uii})

(87)
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In general the term Sj2 can be similarly calculated as
Sj2 = - (sji{^./o}T(2s[/] + [r0])K -i} +
5ji{n-,o}r (sji[/] + [r 1]) {^jo} + s{wJa}T[ r 1]{izj l })

j = 1,2

(88)

With this last calculation, all of the unknowns in equation (84) other than {u\2}
have been determined so that equation (84) can be written as
[y4io]{ui2} = {/^12}
where
/?12 — 5i2(2s[/] + [ro]){wio}+Sii(2s[/] + [ro]){wii}+Sii(5ii[/] + [r l]){Wlo}+5[ri]{Wn}

or in general terms as
I ^ oK^- 2} = {£,2},

j = 1,2

(89)

Equation (89) can be solved for the component of {uj2} in the range of [Aj0],
vector {vj2}, using the same approach as was used to obtain {n,i}, by solving
[Aj,\{ vj2} = {0j2},

J = 1 ,2 ,...

(90)

where [/tj0] and {Qj2} are defined as in equation (81). The solution for all higher
order terms of the series equation (57) and equation (58) are calculated similarly.
The calculation of the coefficients kCj2 , for k = 1,2, and j = 1,2, proceeds as
follows. The second order eigenvector correction term is written as
{uj2} = {r;2} + 1c:j2{?/10} T 2cj 2{u2o},

j = 1,2

(91)

and the biorthogonality condition, equation (68), and the equation {Tj3} = {()}, are
used to determine the coefficients kc.j2, for k = 1,2, and j = 1,2. First, equation
(91) is substituted into the biorthogonality condition equation (G8) to obtain
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{'U jo }T { 2 s j2 [I\ ) { u jo }

4-

{u jo }T (2sji[I\

{^ ;i}T(25ji[/] 4- [ri]){t/jo} 4-

+

({ vj2}T

{ u j\ } T (2s[I]

4- [r0])({ ^ 2} 4-

{ u jo } T (2s[I]

l Cj2{u\o}T

+

-f [ri]){u ji} 4-

l C j 2 { u 10}

4- [ro]){^ji} 4-

4- 2Cj2 {^ 2o}) 4-

4- [To]) {tXjO} = 0

2C j 2 { l l 2 o } T ) ( 2 s [ I }

(92)

j

—

1,2

then this equation can be used to solve for ;cj2 as
j °j2

= —\ ({^jo}T(2sj 2 [/]){wj0} 4- {wjo}T(2sji[/] + [r i ]){^ 4i } +
{ u j i } T (2sj i [ I ]

(93)

4- [ri]){u;o} 4- {?^i } t (2 s [7] 4- [T0]){^> 1 } 4-

{wjo}T(2<s[/] 4- [To]) {^j2} +

{ v j2 } T {2s[I}

4- [To]) } )

=0

j =

1, 2

The coefficients for fcCj2, for A: = 1,2, and j — 1,2, where k ^ j , axe determined by
solving {Tj3} = {0}, where {Tj3} is given by
{Tj3} = [djo]{aj3} 4- (2.s-sy3 + 5j3[r0]){wjo} + [To](sj2{z/yi} -1- Sji{uj2}) 4[Ti ](.sj2{//j()} 4- -Sji{«ji} 4- 5 ( ^ 2}) + 2s5ji{uj2}
+ (2-s Sj2 + SjiSji){uj\} = {0}

(94)

First, {Tj3} is pre-multiplied by {?u-o}T, for A: = 1,2, and j = 1 , 2 , where k ^ j,
and it is noted that {n/co}r [^jo] = {0}, so that after rearranging equation (94)
becomes
{uko}T {Tj3 } =

s j 2{'iiki)}1 ( 2 s j

1 [/] 4- [r 1] ) { }

4- sj2{?^ o} t (2 s [/] 4- [r 0]){w ji} 4-

Sji{uko}T(2 sj\[I] + [Fi]){n;i} + s{?/fc0}T[r1]{?ij2} -f
Sji{u^)}r(2s[I\ 4- [r0]){?/j2} = {0}T

(95)

Next, equation (91) is substitut(‘d into the equation (95) and using the biorthog
onality relationship to eliminate* terms just ms before, then equation (95) can be
rearranged to obtain
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k(Zj2 = — (sn + 5{^o}r [ri]{^fco})

(sj2{Uko}T (2Sji [/] + [ri]){tXj0} +

5;2{Wfco}T(2s[/] 4- [ro]){Wji} + Sj\{llico}T(2Sji[I\ + [r 1]) { 1} +
5{^fco}T[ri]{ ^ 2} + 1Cj25{Wfco}T[ri]{'W:?o} +
Sji{^fco}T(2s[/] + [ r 0] ) { ^ 2}) ,

k = 1,2, j = 1,2, k ^ j

(96)

With the determination of these coefficients, the second order eigenvector terms
are fully determined.

In the next section a second order approximation will be

calculated to demonstrate the technique.
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VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
To illustrate the above method, a numerical example from [6] is solved. The
system in the undamped modal coordinates is as follows
■1 0 0 '
0 1 0 «}+
0 0 1

1.5
.5
-.707107

' 1 0 0■
-.707107 "
.5
-.707107 {*/}+ 0 3 0 {y} = {0 }
3.5
-.707107
3.5
0 0 3
(97)

If the unperturbed system is assumed to be the undamped system, ([To] = [0]), then
the unperturbed eigenvalues are
sio = I.Oi

S'20

\V3

530

\\/3

and the unperturbed eigenvectors can be taken as
>
l 0 J

{(=2 } - <( ! > >
0 J

{e3} = < U
°
1

The convergence condition, equation (24), is first, checked to determine if the per
turbed system has convergent series solutions for the perturbed eigenvalues and
eigenvectors. The convergence condition is
211011
d

^
|e|

where d = 13 — 1| = 2, |e| = 1, and \\T{\\ = 4.914 resulting in
4.914 > 1
A series solution for equation (97) thus diverges and there is no point in continuing
with this example. To construct a meaningful example, the matrix [Ti] is multiplied
by 0.1, and the new convergence calculation result is
.4914 < 1
A series solution, therefore, converges for (0.1)[Ei). so the exercise maybe continued
with the new example
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'1 0
0 '
0 1 0
0 0 1

{y}+

.15
.05
-.07071

.05
.35
-.07071

'1 0
0 '
-.07071 '
-.07071 {y} + 0 3 0 M
0 0 3
.35

{0}

(98)
Next, the form of the series solution is determined. To do this, the reduced eigenvalue
problem is solved. If it has distinct eigenvalues (s2i 7^ S31), then the series solution is
a power series. To determine the reduced matrix, first the vectors {e2} and {e3} are
normalized so that the biorthogonality condition equation, equation (64), is satisfied
{e,}T(2.sI + [ro]){eJ.} = 1,

j = 2,3

The above equation results in
0
1
(0.379918,-0.379918)
V

and

W =

(

0

1

o

[ (0.379918,-0.379918)
The reduced matrix from equation (77) is

- s [£]T[r,][f;][D|

(0,-0.1001036)
(0, 0.0204124)

-(iV 3 )

(0,0.0204124)
(0, -0.1001036)

( 99 )

The reduced eigenproblem, equation (77) is then
0

0

5.31

d‘2\ (It i
d'22 d\Y2

—(>73)

(0, -0.100104)
(0,0.020412)

(0,0.020412)
(0,-0.100104)

C4
CN (N
1__ __ I

S‘2 1

^31
d'32
(

and the first order eigenvalue terms are
s2, = -0.139045

s 31 = -0.210355

Since these are distinct., the form of the solution is a power series.
The matrix [D\ from equation (72) is
[^1

0.707107 -0.707107
0.70710 7 0.707107

100)
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The correctly oriented and normalized zeroth order eigenvectors, calculated from
equations (TO) and (71) are then
{^20}

0
(0.268642, -0.268642)
(0.268642, -0.268642)

{^30}

0
(-0.268642,0.268642)
(0.268642, -0.268642)

and

Next, the component of {uji}, j = 2 , 3, in the range of [Ajo], j = 2 , 3 are determined
by using equation (81) to obtain

and
(-0.0280835, -0.0280835)
0
0
Next, the coefficients lCj 1 and 2cj 1, for j = 2,3, are calculated using equations (83)
and (86 ), to obtain
1C‘2i = 0,

2c2i - (0,-0.007655)

lc31 = (0,0.007655),

2c3i = 0

With these obtained, the first order eigenvectors are determined using equation (79)
and are listed below
{^ 21}

(-0.004818,-0.004818) '
(0.002056.0.002056)
(-0.002056,-0.002056)

and
(-0.0280835, -0.0280835)
(0.002056,0.002056)
(0.002056,0.002056)
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Next, the eigenvalue terms Sj2, j = 2, 3, are calculated using equation (88) to obtain
5 22 =

(0, -0.005722)

5 32 =

(0, -0.159284)

All terms on the right hand side of equation (89) are now known so that the compo
nent of {uj2}, j = 2, 3, in the range of [A7o], j = 2, 3, are calculated using equation
(90) and are
f (-0.000366,0.000366) '
{^22} — I
0
>
{
0
and
( (-0.0031364,0.0031364)
{^’.32} = <
0
l

0

And, next the coefficients lcj2 and 2c;2 for j = 2,3, are calculated using equation
(93) and equation (96) and are
1c22 = 0.00173477 2c22 = -0.000571383
1C32 = 0.00119638

2c32 = 0.00644882

Note that the components in the direction of the unperturbed eigenvector are
nonzero.
Then using equation (91), the terms {uj2}, j = 2,3, are calculated to obtain
(

(-0.000366,0.000366) ]
{u22} = < (0.0006195,-0.0006195) \
{ (0.000313,-0.000313) J
and
f (-0.003136,-0.003136) '
{uv} = < (-0.001411,0.001411) >
[ (0.002054,-0.002054)
The second order approximation for the solutions to equation (56) are then calcu
lated by setting e = 1.0 and then summing the series terms for the eigenvalues to
obtain
52

5

{ 52\

522

= (—0.139645, 1.72633)
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s3 = s + s 31

s 32

+

= (-0.210355,1.71612)

and, summing for the eigenvectors to obtain
' (-0.005184,-0.004452) '
(0.271318,-0.267206) >
{“ 2 } — {“ 20} + {“ 21} + {“ 22} —
(0.266899, -0.271011)
and
' (-0.03122,-0.024947) ’
(0.267997,0.27211)
{“ 3} — {U30} + {“ 31 } + {“ 32} —
(0.272753, -0.26864)
The above eigenvectors are normalized with the second and third element equal to
one, respectively, for comparison with the eigenvectors from an analysis using Foss’s
technique to obtain
( (-0.001496,-0.017883) '
{ “2} = {

(1,0)

[

>

(0.998743, -0.015265)

and
(-0.012374,-0.103651)
(-0.99751,0.015174)

{“ 3}

( 1, 0 )

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors compare well to the Foss solutions which are listed
below
.s2 = (-0.139644,1.72632)

53 = (-0.21033,1.71604)

' (-0.001499,-0.017872) ’
( 1 , 0)

{“ 2}

(0.998740, -0.015257)
and

f (-0.012581,-0.10416) '
{ii3} = { (-0.99750,0.0150663) >
l

0 ,0)

J

The second order approximation is accurate to four decimal places compared to the
Foss solution. This demonstrates the methods accuracy. The first eigenvalue and
eigenvector can be calculated with any technique suitable for a distinct eigenvalue.
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VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This thesis addressed the problem of using a series approach to determine the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a nonclassically damped dynamic system where the
unperturbed system has repeated eigenvalues. The method derived in the preceding
section is only applicable to systems whose reduced matrix, see equation (77), has
distinct eigenvalues. If the reduced eigenvalue problem has distinct eigenvalues, then
equation (77) will also determine the correct basis for the eigenspace of the repeated
eigenvalue of the unperturbed system, see equation (55). With the determination of
the correct starting vectors in the eigenspace of the repeated eigenvalue, the power
series solution for the perturbed system, equation (56), can be calculated. The
method does not work if the reduced eigenproblem has repeated eigenvalues.
Either of two cases will occur if the reduced eigenproblem has a repeated eigen
value. First, the repeated eigenvalue has a complete set of eigenvectors to span its
nullspace. This still allows for the possibility of finding a basis for the eigenspace
that will give the correct starting vectors for the power series. To determine if these
vectors exist, the theory shows that a second reduction of the system can be per
formed to determine if the eigenvalues of the system can be represented by a power
series, or if the eigenvalues must be represented by a Puisuex series. Determining
the algebraic equivalent of the second reduced eigenproblem has not yet been done
and using resolvent theory is cumbersome. This is an area for further research. A
paper that may help in this effort is one by Shaw and Jayasuriya [14]. This pa
per discusses the above problem in terms of derivatives but may provide valuable
guidance for the algebraic approach. Second, the reduced matrix could be defective.
If, for instance, the system being analyzed is large and has a sparsely populated
damping matrix, a defective reduced matrix would seem to be a realistic possibility.
Hagedorn addresses the possibility of a defective reduced matrix but only briefly.
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Notice that the derivation of the series in the application section of this thesis
uses a classically damped system as the unperturbed system. The undamped system
could have been used as was done in [2j. The reason for using the classically damped
model is that the convergence condition in [2] which applies for the undamped
system as the unperturbed system can be modified to use with a classically damped
system as the unperturbed system. The theory on convergence shows, that by
determining the numerical value of the greatest lower bound of the condition number,
infu K ( U ), the convergence condition theoretically exists to predict the convergence
of the perturbation of classically damped systems. This suggests another topic of
research. The numerical value of the greatest lower bound of the condition number,
infu K{U), mentioned in the theory on convergence has to be determined. The
condition number is the product of the norms of the state space modal matrix and
its inverse. Computer scientists use condition numbers, so this problem may be
easier than it looks. A paper by A. van der Sluis [15] should provide a starting
point.
The introduction mentioned sensitivity research as an area with similarity to
perturbation research. In fact, a paper by Hou and Kenny [16] has begun to make
the transition from sensitivity to series approximation. This thesis should provide
a foundation for such a discussion.
Future research into areas of optimization, control theory and re-analysis should
be possible based on this thesis. There seems to be an interest in control theory in
ensuring th at a controller can handle the full range of parameter variations. Research
in this area may have a use for efficient series approximation techniques.
Another area of research is the perturbation of defective matrices. Apparently,
defective matrices do occur in practice, for example, in flutter analysis.
Finally, the application section of this thesis could be extracted as a basis for a
paper.
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ABSTRA CT
This paper describes a series solution for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of damped
gyroscopic systems.

It is an extension of research performed by Peres-Da-Silva

et al. into series solutions of nonclassically damped dynamic systems. The new
method described in this paper extends knowledge about the convergence of the
series solution for damped gyroscopic systems.
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1. Introduction
The determination of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for large classically damped
nongyroscopic dynamic systems is an efficient, low cost process. Given, however,
the presence of gyroscopics and/or nonclassical damping, the cost of an eigenanlysis
can increase significantly when conventional extraction techniques are employed.
Meirovitch [1] discussed the eigenanalysis of undamped gyroscopic systems and
reviewed the literature on the subject. He then developed a means for restoring
symmetry to the eigenproblem for such systems. Although his approach requires
that the problem be solved in a space of twice the dimension of the original problem,
symmetry and positive definiteness ensure that efficient extraction methods can be
used.
Meirovitch and Ryland [2] employed the work cited above and, treating damp
ing as a perturbing quantity, developed the first and second order terms of the
perturbation series for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a damped gyroscopic sys
tem. Also employing a perturbation approach, Hagedorn [3] developed the first and
second order terms of the perturbation series for the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of a nongyroscopic nonclassically damped system. In this work, the correspond
ing classically damped system represented the unperturbed system. Cronin [4], [5]
lumped gyroscopics and nonclassical damping and developed the general terms of
the eigenvalue and eigenvector perturbation series, thus permitting results to be de
veloped at a low cost and to any accuracy desired. His approach was examined by
Peres-da-Silva et al. [6], who derived a test to determine its convergence properties.
In the present paper the above work is reviewed and then a refined eigenanalysis
method is derived for damped, gyroscopic systems. The method is an extension of
the work of Cronin, and Peres-da-Silva et a l and it uses Meirovitch’s result for un
damped gyroscopic systems. It has the advantage that gyroscopic terms need not be
small. The range of systems for which this method may be used is thus broader than
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that of the previous method. As with the previous method, convergence behavior
may be predicted a priori, and any desired accuracy may be obtained.
2. Background
The equations for the free vibration of an n th order damped gyroscopic system
may be summarized in matrix-vector form
[M]{x} + [Dj{x} + [A']{x} = {0}

(1)

where [M] and [K } are real and symmetric (n x n) matrices, and where
[D] = [G] + [C]
The (n x n) matrices [G] and [C] are real.

(2)

The gyroscopic matrix [G] is skew

symmetric, and the damping matrix [C] is symmetric. It is assumed here that the
mass matrix [M\ and the stiffness matrix [K] are positive definite. The (n x 1)
vector {x} represents the unknown displacements, and {x} and {x} are the vectors
of unknown velocities and accelerations respectively.
When a solution to eq (1) is assumed to have the form
{x} = {u}e9t

(3)

the following algebraic problem arises
lB(s)\{u} = {0}

(4)

[B( s )\ = s 2[ M ] + s [D\ + [K]

(5)

where

The problem defined by eq (4) belongs to a class described by Lancaster [7] as the
“latent root problem.” There is no general numerical method to solve this problem,
that is. to determine the latent roots and latent vectors of eq (4).
Given the [B] matrix defined in eq (5), however, solutions can be obtained by
mapping the problem into a space having twice the dimension of the space of the
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original problem. This procedure is not unique. Those interested in control systems,
for example, typically employ a ‘‘state space” formulation.
The use of the state vector
x
x

(6)

allows eq (1) to be rewritten
{i} = [F]{*}

(7)

o
i
—M ~ 1D - M ~ l K

(8 )

where
X)

An assumed solution to eq (7) of the form
{-} = {p}ex‘

(9)

(A [/]-[F ]){p } = {0}

(10)

leads to an eigenproblem

that may be used to obtain the latent roots and latent vectors of eq (4).
Since the matrix [F] is general, solving the eigenproblem given by eq (10) nu
merically is relatively expensive. This does not usually concern people who work in
controls since their systems are small.
Those working in the field of structural dynamics, on the other hand, deal
with large systems. For them, the efficient numerical solution of eq (4) has been a
m atter of perennial interest . For nongyroscopic systems, that is, for systems where
[£)] = [C], an early approach to an efficient solution was to approximate the damping
matrix by a matrix that can be diagonalized by the transformation diagonalizing
[A/] and [K\. Caughey [8] identified the general condition that an approximating
damping matrix must satisfy. In present terms this condition is
[C\[M\-'W

=

[ / c [ • '/ ] - '[ C ]

(11)
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Given a damping matrix that satisfies eq (11), the latent vectors of eq (4) are the
eigenvectors of
(s2[M\ + [*]){«} = {0}

(12)

and the latent roots may be readily determined. The eigenproblem is solved in nspace, and the matrices involved are symmetric and positive definite. This approach
is consequently quite efficient.
Foss [9] proposed a transformation of eq (1) to 2n-space that preserves symmetry
Ml p } + [B] {*} = {0}

(13)

where
[ A

]

0 M
C

= (^]T = M

and
[B] = [

=

-M
0
0 K

The associated general eigenproblem
(A |/t]-[B ]){p } = {0}

(14)

is thus symmetric. Although eq (14) can be transformed into a symmetric special
eigenproblem, the fact that neither [A] nor [B\ is positive definite leads to a resulting
single matrix that is complex. Consequently, the symmetry of the Foss formulation
does not appear to offer an advantage from the standpoint of computational effi
ciency.
Meirovitch showed how symmetry and positive definiteness can be produced
in a 2n-space formulation when only gyroscopic behavior is present, that is, when
[D] = [G]. The result is an eigenproblem that can be worked using real, not complex,
algebra. In his words, this “results in substantial savings in computational time.”
Meirovitch wrote the 2??-space eigenproblem as
A

{p} = {0}

(15)
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where
M 0
0 K
is symmetric and positive definite, and where
-G
-K

[B]

K
0

is skew symmetric.
Noting that A is pure imaginary
A = ±i u j
where

uj

is real and that {p} is complex, Meirovitch showed that
Re{p} = - ~ [ / l ] _1[B]Im{p}

(16)

Im {p}= i | 7 ] - ‘[S |R e{p }

(17)

UJ

and
JJ

and also that Re{p} and Im{p} solve a general eigenproblem having real, symmetric
and positive definite matrices
[7?]) {,} = {()}
W

(18)

here
K

B } \ A] 1 B

Eq (18) has n distinct roots; each is repeated twice, cjJ, j = 1,

Given the

properties of A and K , there exists a complete set of eigenvectors, and obtaining
the eigenvectors associated with J], { l(lj} and {2^ } , will offer no computational
problems.
There is a unique overhead for this analysis, however. The eigenvectors {lp3}
and {2Pj}: coiTes])onding to the eigenvalues A = \ u)j and A = —iug, respectively in
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eq (15), must be determined from the eigenvectors {1<7j } and {2<7j}, corresponding
to

u).
For uj = ujj in eqs (16) and (17), replacing Re{p} and Im{p} by {lqj} and

{2<7j } respectively, or by {2Qj} and {1

respectively, will cause both equations to

be satisfied to within a sign. It follows that
{ h U} =

+>{29j }

(19)

2(l j } + ' {‘^}

(20 )

and
(pf’} =

i

are eigenvectors of eq (15).
To be resolved finally is which of the vectors {p ^} and {p

} corresponds to

{ 1Pj}, the eigenvector associated with A = i ujj and which corresponds to {2Pj}, the
eigenvector associated with A = —i ujj. The substitution of {p(^}, for example, into
eq (15) with A = ±i ujj should settle this matter.
Meirovitch recognized the importance of an efficient eigenanalysis for damped
gyroscopic systems, and, with Ryland, he examined a 2n-space special eigenproblem
representation of the present latent roots problem. They treated the undamped gy
roscopic system as the unperturbed system and damping as the perturbing factor.
Using perturbation series to represent the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, they devel
oped the first and second order terms in these series. Since this work was done in
2n-space, it is not used as a building block in the present analysis. It is mentioned
here in passing, however, because it is thought to be significant, and because it raises
issues that deserve further exploration.
Peres-da-Silva et a/., basing their work on an analysis performed earlier by
Cronin, solved the latent root problem, eqs (4) and (5), for combined gyroscopics
and nonclassical damping by a perturbation series method. They also derived a
convergence criterion that permits an a prion determination of the “goodness” of
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the method for a given dynamic system. In their work the [D] matrix is treated
as small, that is, its terms are assumed to be of order e. Generally speaking, the
assumption of smallness is reasonable insofar as damping is concerned, but it will
limit the range of interesting gyroscopic systems that can be studied. The present
work builds upon that of Peres-da-Silva et al. and extends the range of applicability
of the power series eigensolution approach to include all gyroscopic systems.
The development of Peres-da-Silva et al. is summarized here to conclude this
discussion of background and to introduce the approach, notation and issues involved
in the present analysis.
Eq (4), with the [5(s)] matrix described in eq (5), was transformed by these
gentlemen using the matrix [<£], a matrix of the eigenvectors of eq (12). The assumed
normalization for [<$] is
[4>]t [M][$] = [/]

(21)

where [I] is the identity matrix. Assuming a solution to eq (4) of the form
W = WW

(22)

and premultiplying by [4>]T, they obtained a new latent root problem
(s2[/) + s[r] + [ A ] ) M - {0}

(23)

[A] = diag(cj[,... ,i^n)

(24)

where

Assuming further that the transformed composite gyroscopic and damping matrix,
[r], is small, that is

[r] = > e[r]
they employed power series in

e

(25)

to describe the j th latent root and latent vector,

j = 1,. .. , n. These are respectively
*

=

£ > ,- •
i=()

(26)
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M

= £ fe K

(27)

i= 0

Substituting eqs (26), (27) and (25) into eq (23), they obtained
OO

(28)
t=0
Setting
{Tji} = {0}, z = 0 , l , . . .

(29)

they determined that Sjo = i ujj,, and they obtained an expression for the general
term in the latent root series, eq (26)
S-ji

2i

f in £

ZlUJj \

1=0

£

Jj

ZlUjm= 1

SjrnS j,i-r

(30)

for i = 1,2,... . The symbol (•). indicates the j th scalar component.
Using eqs (29). they also determined the elements of the zeroth-order latent vector,
{ujo}- For the kth element of this vector,
l ' j O, k

fijki

1,

. . . , Tl

(3 1 )

For the remaining vectors in the series, eq (27), they assumed that
(U/oXUn) =

1 = F . ..

(32)

which required that the j th element, Vjij, of each vector be zero, that is
Vjij = 0. 2 = 1 , . . .

(33)

They then determined that the other elements of {uji}, i = 1, ..., in the latent
vector series, eq (27), are
1j i , k

,2 _
Jk

( V l i C v - i - 't 'V } +
\ 1=0
/= 1

/ t

,k ^ j

(34)

where
k

bJk

£

m-()

S jyns j . k - m

(35)
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A signal contribution of Peres-da-Silva et al. is a convergence criterion for the
power series solution of the latent root problem that they developed. This criterion
is
21ir|[

dj

i
\e

(36)

where
dj -- min |ujj —LJk\
k^j

(37)

and where for ||r|| one may use a row-sum (L \) norm, a column-sum (Loo) norm,
or, when [r] is normal, its spectral radius. The quantity dj is the distance between
the j th unperturbed eigenfrequency and its closest neighbor.
3. Analysis
The present analysis begins with the latent root problem described in eq (23).
The equation is written here as
[/!(«)] {)'} = {0}

(38)

where
[A(S)\ = .s-2[/] +

s\r\ + [A]

(39)

In place of the assumption used by Peres-da-Silva et al., eq (25), it is assumed here
that the matrix [T] may be written
[P] = [Po] + e[r i ]

(40)

where
[r0] = H T(C][<I>]
is a real, skew symmetric matrix, and where
e(r i] = [<i>]t [g |[<i>]
is a ‘'small” real, symmetric matrix. The matrix [4>] is, as before, a matrix of the
eigenvectors of eq (12).
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To solve eq (38) for the j th latent root and latent vector, power series in e are
once again assumed
oo
Sj = ^ 2 s jiet

(41)

t=0

and

oo
{M = E e'{ J,j<■}
i=0
Substituting eqs (40), (41) and (42) into eq (38) and manipulating leads to
oo
E ^ }
i=0

= 0

(42)

(43)

where
{Tji} = [Aj-oKvji} -

{P
a),i =

(44)

In eq (44)
[A?o] = [A(sjo)] =

s % [ I ] + 5 >o[r0]

+ [A]

and
{(W = {0}

(45)

{&»} = —.sJt[C'J()]{'ajo} + {7jt}, 1 — 1,...

(46)

or

where
[ Cj o]

= 2sjo[I] + [To]

and where
t- i
{7,,}

=

i-i

- y *]isj,x-i{iL]"} - [r o] y
/=i
1=1
t
*—i
[Ti]
Sj j - i {iq,/- i } ~
1=1

(47)

1=1

The variable bjk is defined in eq (35).
To solve eq (43), it is again assumed that
{Tjx} — {0}, t = 0 , . . .

(48)
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Eq (48) is solved for i = 0 by the j th latent root — here it is called Sjo — and the
j th latent vector — called {vjo} here — of eq (38) where [r] is replaced by [P0]. This
is exactly the system for which Meirovitch proposed the efficient solution discussed
in the background section of this paper. It is assumed, therefore, in the following
that the solutions to the unperturbed problem, Sj0 and {^jo}> j — 1, . . . , n, have
been determined efficiently and at a low cost. It is further assumed that they are
available for use in the following analysis.
Solving eq (48), for i = 1,... , given eq (44), requires that
= {Pji}

(49)

The rank of [Ajo] is (n —1) for a distinct Sjo. Because of this, there is not a unique
solution to eq (49).
There are many ways to discuss this matter. The language of linear algebra is
employed here. Equation (49) has an associated homogeneous form that is solved
by {^o}. Equation (49) thus has a solution if and only if
fe o m * } = 0

(50)

Substituting eqs (46) and (47) into eq (50) and manipulating lead to an expression
for Sji, the ith term in the series for the j th latent root
_
J

feo) {7ji}
2.Sjo(cj,o) *{cjo}

(51)

The observation that
<Vjo>To]{^o} =

0

is used to simplify the denominator in eq (51).
To obtain {vJX} it is noted first that {vjQ} is not just a latent vector of [A(s)},
it is an eigenvector of [A,o]- Furthermore, [Ajn] is Hermitian. It follows that a
particular solution to eq (49), { ^ } , is orthogonal to {nj0}
= o

(52)
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and that the general solution to eq (49) is
{ V j i } = {i/ji} + ai{^ o}

(53)

where a* is an arbitrary constant.
Lancaster [7] addressed the matter of arbitrariness in the series solution of the
perturbed eigenproblem and noted that justification exists for setting

= 0, i =

1,.... Given that a* = 0, the latent roots and latent vectors of eq (23) are fully deter
mined. Following this, the corresponding latent vector of eq (4) can be determined
through the use of eq (21).
The remaining issue to be examined is the convergence of the series solutions
described above. To develop the convergence condition given in eq (36), it wras
necessary for Peres-da-Silva et al. to map their latent roots problem into a special
eigenproblem in 2n-space, and then to show that the matrix [T0] — the matrix
representing the unperturbed eigenproblem — is normal. That is, they were required
to show that
[To]* [T()] = [T()][T()]*

(5 4 )

where ( )* signifies the Hermitian conjugate.
The present system can also be mapped into a special eigenproblem in 2 tispace. Using steps mimicking those used several times in the background section, it
is possible to rewrite eq (4) as
,s

I 0
0 A

r

a

-A

0

su
u

(55)

Given the change of variable
su
u

(56)

where
[//]

I 0

o n->
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and where
[ft] = diag (wi,...
then the substitution of eq (56) into eq (55) produces, after a premultiplication by
[H], the special eigenproblem
[T]{*} = a{*}

(57)

where
-r
Q

IT} =

-Q
0

Presently, the matrix [r] is given by eq (40)
[T] = [r„] + e[r,]
Consequently, the matrix [T] can be written
[T] = [T0j + e[T,]
where
-To
Q

Pi

-Q
0

and where
-r1 0
0
0

[^ 1] =

The unperturbed matrix [To] is real and skew symmetric; it is thus normal. It follows
that the convergence criterion given in eq (36), when suitably modified, describes
the convergence of the present series method. The perturbation series solutions for
eigenvalues and eigenvectors will thus converge if
— 7— < — , j = 1 , . . . , n

di

k
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and ||Ti || = \\T\ ||, so that
211^11
* • i
—1— < t i , J = i, • • • ,n
dj
|e|

(58)

The above quantity, dj, is as defined in eq (37), since the eigenvalues of [To] are
unaffected by the presence of the skew symmetric matrix [r0]. The convergence of
these series implies the convergence of the latent root and latent vector series given
in eqs (41) and (42) respectively.
4. Example
Meirovitch and Ryland introduced the following example, and it was used sub
sequently by Peres-Da-Silva et al. to illustrate the behavior of their series method
1 0
0 1

{*}

0

.2

.2

0

.01

0

{.x} +

0 0

2 0

0 4

{x} = {0}

(59)

This system has the gyroscopic matrix
[G ] =

0

-.2

.2

0

and the damping matirx
\C] =

.01

0

0 0

For this system, the combined damping and gyroscopic matrix in the transformed
space employed in this paper and by Peres-da-Silva et al. is
in =
The L\ and

01

.2

norm of [T] are both 0.21, and the undamped natural frequencies

of the system are
jj i —

1.0

JJ2 =

2.0

The convergence condition, eq (36), shows that the series of Peres-da-Silva et al. will
converge for both latent roots and latent vectors, since
2

dj

= ,12 < ! , _ / = 1,2
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The radius of convergence |e| < 2.38.
For this problem, their formulation required the summation of twelve terms to
achieve six decimal places of accuracy.
The convergence condition employed presently, eq (58), also indicates conver
gence for the example system, since [Tx] = [C] has a norm of 0.01 and therefore
2 JtPili = 02
dj

1,2

The radius of convergence |e| < 50. The implication of the larger radius of con
vergence is that convergence will be more rapid for the present formulation, and,
indeed, it is. It was only required sum to two terms in each series to achieve an
accuracy of six decimal places.
Results for this example are summarized in Tables I thru IV.
5. Discussion
Developed in this paper is a series method for solving the latent roots/eigenproblem for generally damped gyroscopic systems. This method differs from that
presented by Peres-da-Silva et al. in that the undamped gyroscopic system is the
unperturbed system. Since both methods are furnished with a convergence test, it is
straightforward to demonstrate that the new method offers the advantage of faster
computation and the capability for the analysis of a wider range of physical systems.
In particular, interesting gyroscopic systems — systems for which gyroscopic terms
are not small — may be analyzed by this method.
With the exception of the eigenanalysis of the unperturbed system, which must
be performed in 2n-space — efficiently, however, thanks to Meirovitch — the method
described in this paper is worked in n-space, and it is, as a consequence, potentially
quite low in cost.
As was pointed out in the Peres-da-Silva et al. paper, this approach to eigenanal
ysis has the particular advantage that the convergence criterion may be determined
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a priori for each latent root and latent vector, and that the decision can be made,
based upon its value, whether there is a need to proceed further with the analysis
for that latent pair, or whether the unperturbed latent root and latent vector are
of sufficient accuracy. This capability suggests the possibility for a considerable
savings in the cost of analysis.
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Table I: Eigenvalue Correction Terms
mode
1
2

SjO

Sji

s j2

(0,1.40054)
(0,2.01953)

(-0.0048146,0)
(-0.0001854,0)

(0,-.0000071)
(0,-.0000017)

Table II: Comparison of Eigenvalues
mode
1
2

Sj (exact)

SjO + Sji + Sj2

(-0.0048146,1.40053)
(-0.0001854,2.01953)

(-0.0048146,1.40053)
(-0.0001854,2.01953)

Table 111: Eigenvector Correction Terms
mode
1

{ }
f (0. .990331) }
[ (0.136081,0) j
( 0, - . 194326)

{

2

....

{«ji}

i

f (0.0001845, o n
\ (0,0.0013427) |
(0.0017692,0)
(0. -0.0003438)

f

{

{Uj2}
(0,0.00000167)
(-0.0000121,0)
(0,0.0000156) 1
(0.0000030,0) J

Table IV: Comparison of Eigenvectors
mode
1
2

j
\
|
l

{ 11j }(exact)
(1.0.0)
(0.0013813.-0.137397)
(0.0018358.-.194310)
(10.0)

1
J
1
f

Ujo + Uji + Uj2 (normalized)
(1.0,0)
1
(0.0013814,-0.137397)
1
1
(0.0018359, -0.194310) |
(1.0,0)
j
1

}
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